English Translation of Ed Ng’s Interview:

Q: Besides being headquartered in Hong Kong, you also have a branch office in Bangkok
for almost two years. Why did you choose to open a branch in Thailand?
A: I always come to Thailand for holidays and my business partners are Thai so I see great
potential in Thailand. Thai’s design is the most interesting in South East Asia, especially when
combined with the culture. Also Thais have a strong sense of beauty and this shows out in shop
designs. Moreover, Thailand has a large and creative young generation whereas Hong Kong,
Singapore and Japan all have lower birth rates than Thailand. That can impact on the search for
new designers. In the design industry, we always need creative thinking from new generations.
Q: How is age important when working in the design field?
A: I think it is very important. For example, my partner and I are rather old. Of course with more
experience we learn from our mistakes and avoid doing it again, but when we have to design a
shop for youth we will ask for opinions from our trainees, let them design what kind of shop they'd
want to see, eat or shop at. If everybody in the company was old, we would only ever design for
older people. In terms of fresh new ideas, it's not only the power of the young generation that is
important, we also believe in varity – variety in nationality and culture, for example. We have
employees from Russia, Thailand, Sri Lanka, Philippines and the Netherlands.
Q: What kind of project, ‘unlimited budget’ or ‘limited budget’, do you find more
challenging and which is more enjoyable to work on?
A: Both are different and unique in their own way. Most people think that the ‘limited budget’
project is more challenging, as when we have limited budget we are reminded to to choose very
carefully and to think again, and again. However, if we are working on an 'unlimited budget'
project we may ignore this point and that can be negative. For example, it’s like dress up; when
we have an ‘unlimited budget’, we may overdress ourselves and the look can be overkill.
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